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Shrink and sew and youâ€™re ready to go: creating chic felted garments can be as easy as that.

Anyone whoâ€™s accidentally put a favorite sweater through the laundry and had it come out in

miniature understands the basic process&#151;and these creative, simple techniques make use of

old wool garments cluttering the closet or purchased from a flea market. Just wash the clothes in hot

water to produce the felted material, cut it, and stitch the fabric into any size and shape. Craft trendy

beaded flower pins from sweaters dyed with Kool Aid. Create a Victorian scarf and mitten set from

felt and doilies, and decorate with rows of ribbons. Give a child a snuggly bear hat thatâ€™s cute as

can be. Theyâ€™re all fabulous!
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For a couple of years, I've been making felted articles from thrift store sweaters, based on limited

information available in the knitting mags. Finally, a book on this unlimited subject has been

published, providing much needed guidance and creative inspiration. Felt It starts with the basics,

where to find inexpensive feltable garments and then how to shrink them (the felting process).

Actually cutting into one of these sweaters is daunting, but the section on cutting and piecing calms

that apprehension. With easy to follow instructions and patterns for 39 projects, ranging from

delicate flowers to Christmas stockings to sturdy backpacks, this book can keep the felter busy for

months if not longer. A section on needlefelting (by hand and by sewing machine) is included. Felt

It! Stitch It! is a Fabulous! resource.



Reading and enjoying the photos of finished projects has inspired me to make use of my wool

sweaters that are outdated, moth damaged, and shrunk when mixed accidentally with normal

laundry. I enjoy recycling old into new, useful items. With the holidays fast approaching, there are

many great ideas for gifts.

I did order and receiveÂ Felt It! Stitch It! Fabulous!: Creative Wearables from Flea Market

FindsÂ and it is filled with fun and innovative ideas that I wish I had thought of. When you use the

flea market wools you will get an idea on how wools felt into such a tightly woven fabric that you can

treat it like regular material and use regular sewing patterns when cutting out the pieces to be sewn

together. Think of the endless possibilities for new sources of exquisite materials. In the above

pictures you can see a few of the fun projects presented in this book. We should have everyone we

know looking for used wools. What an outstanding book for all of us felters and seamstresses. I

know what I will be doing in the near future with my old wools. Katheryn shows you how to dye the

wools, felt and block the wools and has all the patterns and instructions for every project in this

wonderful book. There are so many projects in this book that we can do with our children

too.Katheryn Introduction in the book: My eureka moment came as I was standing heartbroken in

the laundry room. It was a scene you can probably relate to: a favorite wool sweater, a busy day, a

large wash load, and...out came something fit for a teddy bear. I "was miserable until it suddenly

occurred to me that I was holding a lovely piece of felted fabric. Soft, warm material I could cut up

and stitch into something new. Within days, I was back in the laundry room purposely shrinking

dozens of thrift store wool sweaters and then turning their durable felted fabrics into zillions of great

projects.What I'd stumbled upon was a fabulous way to recycle old knits into smart, stylish

wearable's and accessories. With a few unloved wool sweaters, a washer and dryer, and some

basic sewing skills, you, too, can start with ready-made knits and end up "with hats, wraps, purses,

and more, all created with a loving, handcrafted touch. The trick is in the magic of felting. Because

felted knits don't unravel, they can be cut into any shape and sewn easily by hand or machine. And

felted knits are so warm and soft that they're wonderfully touchable and perfect for countless

projects.Felted knits are very popular now, but the conventional way to make a felted item, such as

a purse, is to knit a very large loose one and shrink it. This tends to be both time-consuming and

(since wool yarn can be pricey) expensive. The approach I'll teach you is easy on the piggy bank,

as it relies on back-of-the-closet or thrift store finds, and it's fast. If you're like me, you love the look

of handcrafted knits and you take great pleasure in giving gifts you've created yourself rather than

bought at the mall. But even if you have the knitting skills required, the magic ingredient that knitting



requires, time, and can be elusive. Every project in this book has that "hand-knit-with-love" look but

can be completed in one afternoon.Take a look at the Basics chapter first, and you'll learn how to do

on purpose what you once did by accident (shrink sweaters). I'll show you how to cut the new fabric

up into perfect fabric pieces, and we'll take a quick look at the very simple sewing skills you'll need

to complete the projects in the book. All of the projects can be sewn by hand, though in many

instances you can use a sewing machine for even more time-saving power. Then, I'll introduce you

to ways to enhance your creations with needle felting and powdered drink-mix dyeing. I have lots of

tips and tricks I've learned from years as a designer and fabric artist to share with you. And if you do

knit, I'll show you how to combine knitting with fast felting to add an exciting new dimension to your

work.The 39 projects in this book range from a simple flower to embellish a favorite hat to a

shoulder pack I've carried on trails and in trendy restaurants. Because you'll be finding your own

knits to shrink, cut, and stitch, your creations will automatically be unique. And in no time you'll be

able to take what you've learned here and dream up your own fabulous felted treasures.Hurry, what

are you waiting for? Go over to  and pick up this beautiful hard covered book at a good price and

while you are there get the Nordic Felted knits, next on my review list and this way you will get the

free shipping with your twenty five dollar purchase.

Very clever ideas for using old wool garments that are felted in the washing machine. The projects

are upscale style wise and not hokey or crafty. The photos are beautiful. I was inspired by what I

read and saw here. I would certainly reccomend this book for anyone interested in this process.

This is the greatest book. I would highly recommend it to whomever wants an easy way to make

felted items. Very easy to follow. Great ideas!!

Here is a review of my new book from Booklist. I am so thrilled that they were so pleased with it and

I hope you will be also!Bieber, Katheryn Tidwell. Felt It! Stitch It! Fabulous! Creative Wearables from

Flea Market Finds. May 2007. 128p. illus. index. Sterling/Lark/Chapelle, $24.95 (1-60059-067-5).

746.This is not a knitting book, although it looks like one. Using a technique she calls "fast felting,"

the author turns old, discarded sweaters found at flea markets, thrift stores, or even the back of the

closet into clothes and accessories that look handmade. And at first glance, you would think this

was just another felted knitting book. The projects are contemporary, creative, and stylish. The

process--shrinking old sweaters to create felted materials--saves both time and money, for quick

results. Bieber covers every aspect of the process, from finding appropriate feltable garments to



arranging the pattern pieces to maximize the details of the felted materials. The author assumes

some basic sewing experience, but the projects can be completed using either a sewing machine or

by hand. Most helpful are the sections on finding the correct sweater and photographs illustrating

the before and after of different types of knits so readers can see what kind of results to expect. The

projects have strong appeal to knitters and sewers as well as the reuse, recycle, and repurpose

craft movement. --Jennifer PalmerYou may also like to check out my book on ribbonwork and

remember to create a beautiful day!KatThe Portable Crafter: Ribbonwork (Portable Crafter)

I bought a bunch of felting books recommended by different sources. This one popped up in the

search when I went looking for the others. I bought it for the wrap on the cover. I'm finding myself

using it for the stitches and the look it offers the projects. It lists pretty much the same info the others

do, but I like the finish it puts on the projects it contains.
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